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the ajax control toolkit is a set of reusable asp.net controls that enable developers to build pluggable web applications that look and function just like desktop applications. features include.. plug-in support. the new toolkit provides support for the plug-in architecture that all major browsers have implemented. the plug-ins architecture is a
new method for browser-based applications to obtain resources from the web. with the plug-ins architecture, developers can package html, javascript, css, and xml files into a single self-contained file that can be installed on the users computer and run independently. the new version of the ajax control toolkit includes a number of new

features that improve visual studio support. it also includes the ability to override client-side rendering for controls that may be loaded dynamically, such as tab panels, lists, and tree views. other features include support for odata, cbml support, partial-page updates, plug-ins with additional features, and other enhancements. all.. microsoft
develops software and services that empower people to work together to achieve their goals . our mission is to make people better through software, services, and experiences. we build high-quality software with best-in-class design, amazing technology, and intelligent engineering. we maintain an agile and ever-changing product
portfolio. we reward excellence, explore new ideas, and have fun along the way. take advantage of the entire cdn ecosystem. use microsoft® azure® cdn to distribute and accelerate your website and services by balancing the amount of content you deliver in the most cost-effective way. microsoft azure cdn delivers the most cost-

effective and predictable way to serve content to end-users from the cloud.
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